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This book takes you on a journey through the evolving art of Flash game programming. Each chapter discusses a key element of game programming, using Flash to create a variety of games.

If you’ve been searching for a tool that would allow you to create game-like applications with Web programming, you’re not alone. Finally, that tool is available! Flash MX 2004 offers a complete programming solution that can be used to do much more than simply create cool Web sites. Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Game Programming will show you how you can take full advantage of this amazing programming tool. It offers an abundance of tips and techniques for programmers of all levels who want to learn how Flash technology can be used to create games. Each chapter discusses a key element of game programming, using Flash to create a variety of games. All the major areas of game development are covered—from physics and artificial intelligence to collision detection and resolution.
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Firefox HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Firefox Hacks is ideal for power  users who want to maximize the effectiveness of Firefox, the next-generation web  browser that is quickly gaining in popularity. This highly-focused book offers  all the valuable tips and tools you need to enjoy a superior and safer browsing  experience. Learn how...
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Superfruits: (Top 20 Fruits Packed with Nutrients and Phytochemicals, Best Ways to Eat FruitsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“Paul Gross, the “Berry Doctor,” gets beyond the marketing hype on superfruits. By looking at nutrient density, research support and popular appeal, Gross delivers a cornucopia of offerings that can easily enhance well-being. Further, he includes ideas to add the nutrient-rich fruits into the diet, whether via simple...
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Object-Oriented and Classical Software EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	"Classical and Object-Oriented Software Engineering, 7/E" presents an excellent introduction to software engineering fundamentals, covering both traditional and object-oriented techniques. The coverage of both Agile processes and Open Source Software has been considerably expanded. In addition, the Osbert Oglesby running case study...
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Communicating Science: A Practical Guide for Engineers and Physical ScientistsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2016

	Read this book before you write your thesis or journal paper! Communicating Science is a textbook and reference on scientific writing oriented primarily at researchers in the physical sciences and engineering. It is written from the perspective of an experienced researcher. It draws on the authors' experience of teaching and working with...
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Designing for Scalability with Microsoft Windows DNAMicrosoft Press, 2000
In March 1998, we presented to our clients a technical report entitled En skalbar arkitektur. We wrote it in Swedish, which is our native language. Its purpose was to offer ideas for designing and developing scalable Microsoft Windows applications, using tools such as Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0 and Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) and...
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Structure-based Drug DiscoverySpringer, 2007

	This book describes some of the most exciting developments for the discovery of new drugs, such as Fragment-based methods. It contains the latest developments in technologies that can be used to obtain the 3-D structures. This book includes experimental approaches using X-ray crystallography and NMR for Fragment-based screening as well as...
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